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Maurice Halperin
Born Maurice Hyman

Halperin
March 3, 1906
Boston,
Massachusetts

Died February 9, 1995
(aged 88)
Royal Columbia
Hospital,
Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada

Nationality American

Education Harvard College,
University of
Oklahoma

Alma mater Sorbonne

Occupation(s) scholar, intelligence
offer, diplomat

Employer(s) OSS, State
Department,
Boston University,
Simon Fraser
University

Maurice Halperin

Maurice Hyman Halperin (1906–1995) was an American
writer, professor, diplomat, and accused Soviet spy (NKVD code
name "Hare").

Maurice Hyman Halperin was born on March 3, 1906, in Boston,
Massachusetts.[1][2] In 1927, he received an A.B. from Harvard
College, in 1939 an MA from the University of Oklahoma, and in
1931 a doctorate from the Sorbonne.[1][2]

In 1930, Halperin lectured at the Sorbonne while studying
there.[2]

In 1935, Halperin traveled to Cuba with the League of American
Writers to investigate possible human rights abuses. Sometime
during this period, Halperin joined the Communist Party of the
USA (CPUSA).

Halperin taught at the University of Oklahoma, with summer
1941 as visiting professor at the University of Florida.[2]

In late summer 1941, Halperin began working for the US federal government as a Latin American
specialist.[2] From 1941 to 1945, served as division chief (Latin America) in the Office of the
Coordinator of Information, soon the Research Division of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS),[2]

and served as special assistant to Duncan Chapin Lee.[1]

During this period, he may have become an espionage agent and agreed to provide intelligence for the
Joseph Stalin-era Soviet intelligence service, the NKVD. Halperin's alleged NKVD codename was
"Hare." He became a member of the Golos spy network (operated by the NKVD's chief of American
operations Gaik Ovakimian).

With access to the OSS cable room, Halperin could secure copies of secret U.S. reports from any part
of the world. Through the Golos spy network, Halperin provided Soviet intelligence with a large
quantity of sensitive U.S. diplomatic dispatches, including reports from Ambassador John Gilbert
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Winant in London on the position of the Polish government-in-exile towards negotiations with Stalin,
Turkey's foreign policy toward Romania, the State Department's instructions to the U.S. Ambassador
to Spain, the U.S. embassy in Morocco's reports on that country's government, reports on the U.S.
government's relationship with Vichy and Free French factions and persons in exile, reports of peace
feelers from dissident Germans passed to the Vatican, U.S. attitudes towards Josip Broz Tito's
Communist Front activities in Yugoslavia, and discussions between the Greek government and the
United States regarding Soviet ambitions in the Balkans. Halperin also distorted OSS reports with
false information in order to reflect the views of Stalin, the Soviet Union, and the Communist Party of
the United States.

After the OSS was dissolved in 1945, Halperin transferred to the State Department and worked as an
adviser to United States Secretary of State Dean Acheson, again on Latin American affairs.[2] Halperin
was an advisor to the United Nations at the first conference in San Francisco (with Alger Hiss serving
as acting secretary general). He helped establish a Hebrew language service for the UN, beamed to
Palestine.[2]

In 1946 (or 1949[1]), Halperin resigned from the State Department to take the position of chair of
Latin American studies at Boston University.[1]

On July 31, 1948, ex-Soviet spy Elizabeth Bentley testified under subpoena before the House Un-
American Activities Committee and related details which she first shared with the FBI in 1945.[2] In
1945, Bentley, who had inherited the Golos network, defected from the Soviet underground and
sought out the Federal Bureau of Investigation. During questioning, Bentley told FBI agents that from
1942 to 1944, Halperin at OSS had delivered "to Mary Price and later to myself mimeographed
bulletins and reports prepared by OSS on a variety of topics and also supplied excerpts from State
Department cables to which he evidently had access." Bentley added that "some time early in 1945
'JACK', [Soviet agent Joseph Katz][3] the Russian contact at that time, told me that Halperin had been
accused by General William J. Donovan, the head of OSS, of being a Soviet agent..."[4] The next day,
the FBI notified Harry S. Truman's White House that "according to a "highly confidential source,"
among those "employed by the government of the United States" who "have been furnishing data and
information to persons outside the Federal government, who are in turn transmitting this information
to espionage agents of the Soviet government," was "Maurice Halperin, Office of Strategic Services."
Subsequent surveillance of Halperin disclosed that he was in contact with Nathan Gregory
Silvermaster, Lauchlin Currie, Philip and Mary Jane Keeney, and others.

In 1953, after Soviet cables were secretly decrypted by U.S. counter-intelligence, Maurice Halperin
was called before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee to defend himself on charges of
espionage, at which time he lost his teaching position at Boston University.[1] Halperin denied the
charges, but nevertheless fled to Mexico and taught at the National University of Mexico.[1] To avoid

HUAC investigation (1948)

SISS investigation (1953)
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extradition from Mexico, Halperin moved to the Soviet Union, where he studied and taught.[1] Among
the friends he made there was the British defector, Donald Maclean as well as Cuban revolutionary
leader Che Guevara.

Disenchanted with communism in the Soviet Union, Halperin accepted Guevara's invitation to come
to Havana in 1962. There, he consulted to the Ministry of Trade in the Fidel Castro government for
five years and taught at the University of Havana.[1] Political tensions forced him to leave for
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. In Vancouver, he became a political science professor at Simon
Fraser University, and wrote several books critical of Castro's government and the socio-political
situation in Cuba.[1]

Halperin married and had two surviving children.[1]

Maurice Halperin died age 88 on February 9, 1995, of a stroke at the Royal Columbia Hospital just
outside Vancouver, Canada.[1]

After Halperin's death, the release of the Venona project decryptions of coded Soviet cables, as well as
information gleaned from Soviet KGB archives, revealed that Halperin was involved in espionage
activities on behalf of the Soviet Union while serving in an official capacity with the United States
government.[5][6][7]

Aside from an early literary study, Halperin published three books critical of Castro:

Roman de Tristan et Iseut dans la littérature anglo-américaine au XIXe et au XXe siècles (1931)[8]

Rise and Decline of Fidel Castro: An Essay in Contemporary History (1972)[9]

The Taming of Fidel Castro (1981)[10]

Return to Havana (1994)[11]

NKVD
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Silvermaster Group
Perlo Group
Venona project
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Maurice Halperin: From  
Sooner Subversive to Soviet Spy

By Landry Brewer*

Maurice Halperin was a University of Oklahoma 
(OU) professor in the late 1930s and early 1940s when the state’s gov-
ernor and legislature began actively pursuing Communists in higher 
education. After Halperin fell under suspicion, he left the university 
for a job with the federal government’s wartime intelligence agency. 
Still under a cloud of suspicion, Halperin eventually fled the country, 
never to return. Shortly after the Cold War ended, evidence emerged 
verifying the allegations made by his accusers that, during the 1930s, 
Maurice Halperin was a covert Oklahoma Communist who later be-
trayed his country by committing espionage for the Soviet Union. 

Maurice Halperin graduated from Harvard in 1926 at age twenty 
having studied languages, and he took a job teaching French and Span-
ish for the high school and junior college in Ranger, Texas, near Fort 
Worth. After a year in Ranger, Halperin was accepted at the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma where he began graduate school in September 1927. 
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Roy Temple House was chairman of the university’s Modern Languag-
es Department, and he began a journal dedicated to writing English-
language reviews of books that had been written in other languages, 
Books Abroad. Halperin published reviews in Books Abroad, and 
through the journal he was introduced to Marxism, which he admitted 
influenced him profoundly.

Part of the stuff that came in had very distinct Marxist orienta-
tions. This was the first time I got literature that had an explicitly 
Marxist analysis. It was fascinating, a new analytical approach, a 
new understanding of history. . . . intellectually it broadened my 
vision, especially of the contemporary world. Among them, books 
dealing with the Russian Revolution, which I never would have 
found on the stands in Norman. An accident, but I think it played 
a real role in my future development.1        

With a master’s degree from OU in hand, in 1929 Halperin left Nor-
man for the University of Paris to pursue a doctorate. While finishing 
his doctoral work in France in 1931, House offered Halperin a faculty 
position at the University of Oklahoma. Halperin happily accepted the 
offer to return to Norman and join the OU faculty.2  

During the next ten years in Norman, Halperin studied Latin Amer-
ica and “at the same time, he began to drift leftward politically.” In 
1932 Halperin attended a speech delivered in Oklahoma City by Com-
munist Party vice presidential candidate James Ford. Ford was black, 
and the crowd included both whites and blacks. “This was Oklahoma in 
1932, and that sort of thing was simply not done there.” Halperin was 
impressed with the message of equality that he heard.

I don’t recall anything spectacular about it. It wasn’t concerned 
with the overthrow of the government but with the rights of the 
poor. . . . I knew that this was a utopian little group here. Anoth-
er thing that impressed me was the religious attachments that 
these people had to the cause that they were supporting. Reli-
gious almost in the literal sense because when they approved of 
something, they would shout “Amen!”3

As a young graduate student at the University of Oklahoma in the 
late 1920s, Halperin was introduced to the Marxist worldview. When 
he returned to Norman as a faculty member in the 1930s, he was in-
troduced to Marx.
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So I started reading Marx. . . . Marx made a tremendous impres-
sion and the impression had to do with maybe two or three things. 
One, his historical method seemed to throw a great searchlight 
on history. And number two, his critique of capitalism which I 
got not from Das Kapital, which was just too much for me, but 
from essays and interpretations by other people. And of course his 
ethical concerns were expressed in such a convincing way. It was 
clear that I was dealing with a huge intellect. He was a giant.4    

Halperin wrote an article about exploitation of Mexican workers in 
Current History, and the article was quoted in a 1934 issue of Time 
magazine. As a result he was invited to accompany a group of leftists 
traveling from New York to Cuba in summer 1935 to explore allega-
tions “of atrocities by Cuba’s strongman, Batista, in connection with a 
long-term strike there.” When he arrived in his room aboard the ship 
sailing for Cuba, Halperin saw an issue of the Communist Party news-
paper the Daily Worker. He realized then that the fellows traveling 
with him were more than just fellow travelers—individuals who were 
sympathetic to Communist Party aims but did not join the party. “So 
I could see some element of the Communist Party was involved in this 
thing.”5   

Because the trip to Cuba, including a brief detention of the ship’s 
passengers by Cuban police, was chronicled by passenger and leftist 
playwright Clifford Odets in the Marxist magazine New Masses shortly 
after the group returned to New York, word of the detention quickly ar-
rived in Oklahoma. Just as quickly, University of Oklahoma President 
William Bizzell summoned Halperin to his office to explain his role in 
the affair. Bizzell reminded Halperin of the need for a good public im-
age and ended the meeting without taking any action.6  

The trip to Cuba among Communists put Halperin in the company 
of people with whom he increasingly shared a worldview. In the 1930s, 
he wanted the Democratic Party to oppose fascism in Europe, which 
caused him to support the foreign policy of the Communist Party USA. 
A supporter of FDR’s New Deal domestically, by 1936 he was, by his 
own admission, a fellow traveler. For two years beginning in fall 1937, 
Halperin regularly contributed to a faculty column, the “Faculty Fo-
rum,” in the University of Oklahoma’s student newspaper the Okla-
homa Daily. He wrote mostly about the Roosevelt administration and 
world events, especially overseas fascism. Because the Soviet Union 
opposed fascism, Halperin gave Soviet leader Joseph Stalin a pass 
when the purge trials in the Soviet Union found innocents admitting 
guilt in supposed plots to undermine the Soviet government. Stalin, 
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he wrote, was preferable to his fascist counterparts. However, when 
the Nazi-Soviet Pact was announced in 1939, Halperin went strangely 
silent and devoted no column inches to the alliance. He also chose not 
to comment on the September 1939 Soviet invasion of Poland and the 
subsequent invasion of Finland. Then, in 1940, he stopped writing his 
column altogether.7   

During these years Halperin was taking unpopular positions in 
Oklahoma, including supporting President Roosevelt’s infamous court-
packing plan that was ultimately rejected by the United States Su-
preme Court. Though the “press, the oil interests” and “most of the 
state Democratic party were ranged against the president,” Halperin 
went on record and signed a petition of support for the ill-fated presi-
dential effort. Then he began lecturing around Norman defending “the 
Mexican government’s action in expropriating American oil properties” 
followed by statewide lectures defending John Steinbeck’s The Grapes 
of Wrath portrayal of the shabby treatment migrants received as they 
moved west after being forced off their land.8 All of these stances were 
much further left than those of most Oklahomans.

University of Oklahoma 
President William Bizzell 
(21171.50, Minneapolis 
Public Library Collection, 
OHS).
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In 1938 Halperin made a financial decision that haunted him for 
years afterward. He spent hundreds of dollars and bought Soviet bonds 
from the Chase Manhattan Bank to earn the 7 percent interest that 
was advertised, which was more than twice the yield of American 
bonds then. Then, after the Nazi-Soviet Pact in 1939, Halperin decided 
to sell the bonds. Chase Manhattan sent the money to Halperin’s bank 
along with paper notification to pay him that amount. Suspicious, the 
bank notified the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and Univer-
sity of Oklahoma President William Bizzell. According to Halperin, he 
was accused of being a Soviet spy, though nothing came of the incident 
then.9

Robert Wood, chairman of the Oklahoma Communist Party, was 
tried in fall 1940 for violating Oklahoma’s criminal syndicalism 

Robert Wood, November 8, 1940 (2012.201.B1381.0313, Oklahoma 
Publishing Company Photography Collection, OHS).
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act. This was a microcosm, however, of nationwide anti-Communist 
sentiment that was seen in the actions of the House Un-American 
Activities Committee (HUAC), a Congressional committee chaired 
by Martin Dies of Texas. States like Oklahoma created their own 
versions of HUAC, dubbed “Little Dies Committees,” to investigate 
local un-American activities, which, along with the conviction of 
Wood, alarmed state liberals and radicals. This fear that civil lib-
erties were under attack was the impetus for the formation of the 
Oklahoma Federation for Constitutional Rights in October 1940. 
One of the executive committee members was Maurice Halperin.10

Oklahoma Governor Leon Phillips claimed that professors at the 
University of Oklahoma in Norman were teaching Communist ideol-
ogy, and he called for the firing of those professors in January 1939. 
Phillips’s accusations led many associated with the University of Okla-
homa to call for an investigation. Professors there believed Phillips’s 
claim of subversives in their midst was based on participation by some 
faculty members in both the state’s Federation for Constitutional 
Rights and a state civil rights symposium.11  

While Governor Phillips sounded the alarm about state subversives, 
the Oklahoma Legislature also acted. In January 1939, Tom Knight, 

Oklahoma Governor Leon 
Phillips (23139.G244, John 
Dunning Political Collection, 
OHS).
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state house member from Claremore, “authored a bill making it a crime 
to participate in any sit-down strike or teach un-American theories of 
government.” Then, in a February joint meeting of the state legisla-
ture, and with Governor Phillips and Lieutenant Governor James Ber-
ry in the audience, the American Legion’s national commander “called 
for a ‘purge’ of professors who teach subversive doctrine such as com-
munism or fascism, so America can achieve internal peace.”12

Two events in 1940 triggered energetic anti-Communist reactions 
from the governor and, once the legislature was back in session in 1941, 
from that body as well. A constitutional rights conference was held No-
vember 15, 1940, in Oklahoma City. Three days before the event was 
scheduled, Phillips held a press conference and warned University of 
Oklahoma faculty members not to attend. “The six professors sched-
uled to attend the conference included Dr. Charles M. Perry, Dr. John 
F. Bender, Dean Nicholas Comfort, Dr. Maurice Halperin, Dr. J. Rud 

The Dies Committee, December 15, 1938. Pictured as the final hearing closed are, left to 
right, seated: Representative Harold G. Mosier, Ohio; Chairman Martin Dies, and Repre-
sentative J. Parnell Thomas, New Jersey. Standing, left to right: Representative John J. 
Dempsey, New Mexico; R. E. Stripling, secretary to the committee; and Chief Investigator 
John Metcalf (LOC Control No. 2016874551, Harris and Ewing Photograph Collection, 
Library of Congress, Washington, DC).
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Nielson, and Dr. Willard Z. Park.” Most of those men were subpoenaed 
when the legislature met in January 1941 and investigated “subver-
sive groups throughout the state.”13  

During the legislature’s first week in session, House Bill 17, prohib-
iting Communist Party members from appearing on state ballots, was 
passed by the full house 118–0. However, the Oklahoma Federation for 
Constitutional Rights insisted the bill receive a public hearing. Unhap-
py with the state legislature’s aggressive attempt to curb the rights of 
perceived subversives in early 1941, leaders of the Oklahoma Federa-
tion of Constitutional Rights forced a showdown with the legislature. 
“On January 23 . . . two University of Oklahoma (OU) professors, W. C. 
Randels (mathematics) and Maurice Halperin (Romance languages), 
appeared uninvited at a meeting of the Senate Committee on Privi-
leges and Elections to press for hearings on the anticommunist bills.” 
Halperin maintained that the federation did not intend to uphold Com-
munism, but instead to protect the political rights of all Oklahomans. 
At the end of January, State Senator Joe Thompson introduced legisla-
tion to begin investigating the Communist Party in Oklahoma.14

The committee tasked with the Communist investigation was the 
senate Committee on Privileges and Elections. The committee met for 
the first time on February 4, 1941, and seven University of Oklahoma 
faculty members were among the thirty-five individuals subpoenaed 
to testify. Governor Phillips was the first to take the stand, and he 
announced during his testimony that he had provided the FBI sev-
eral documents concerning Oklahoma Communism in the previous two 
years.15 Oklahoma’s Little Dies Committee heard witness testimony 
throughout February. Testifying before the committee on the final day 
were University of Oklahoma philosophy professors Charles Perry and 
Gustav Mueller, education professor John Bender, and modern lan-
guages Professor Maurice Halperin.16    

During his testimony, Halperin was asked if he knew any Commu-
nists, and he answered that he did not. He was asked if he was a Com-
munist or had attended any Communist Party meetings, and he again 
answered negatively. He also denied that he “believe[ed] in the Rus-
sian cause.” Then the committee asked about the 1935 trip to Cuba, 
and, as Halperin’s biographer relates, “his replies were more than a bit 
disingenuous.” When asked the purpose of the trip, he said “to study 
the culture, the civilization and the political situation in Cuba.” In re-
sponse to a question about being arrested, “he replied that they had 
been ‘detained,’ and explained that the authorities ‘preferred we did 
not land because the situation there was rather tense. They feared 
for our safety.’” According to Don S. Kirschner, Halperin’s biographer, 
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this was untrue. Additionally, though Halperin was asked who accom-
panied him on the trip, he failed to mention the Communist presence 
among his fellow travelers.17  

After the investigation was concluded, the Little Dies Committee 
reported its findings to the whole senate May 7, 1941, and asserted 
that the Communist Party was “active in the state and engaged in the 
field of propaganda and agitation,” that more than thirty local Commu-
nist Party chapters existed, that total party membership exceeded one 
thousand, and that “Communists worked in all sections of the state.” 
One of the committee’s eleven recommendations was that the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma fire professor Maurice Halperin.18 The issue was re-
solved, however, when Halperin accepted a job as a “Latin American 
analyst with the Office of Strategic Services, the predecessor to the 
CIA.”19

In 1946, amid souring relations with the Soviet Union, Congress was 
receiving information about Communists in the Office of Strategic Ser-
vices (OSS). One OSS official singled out was Maurice Halperin. Aware 

Senator Pat McCarran of Nevada, March 11, 1940 (LOC Control No. 2016877254, Harris 
and Ewing Photograph Collection, Library of Congress, Washington, DC).
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of the allegation, Halperin decided to leave the OSS and take a job rep-
resenting the American Jewish Conference to the United Nations. One 
morning that same year, Halperin read in Drew Pearson’s nationally 
syndicated “Washington Merry-Go-Round” newspaper column that he 
faced indictment for espionage while with the OSS. Though startling, 
nothing came of this public allegation.20

Halperin left the American Jewish Conference to take a job with 
Boston University in the Latin American Regional Studies Depart-
ment. While in Boston, Halperin’s life changed dramatically in 1953. 
In the era of McCarthyism, “the Senate Internal Security Subcommit-
tee (SISS) began its investigations under Democratic Senator McCar-
ran in 1952, but it continued them under Republican Senator Jenner 
early in 1953.” These hearings found several professors asserting their 
Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination during testimony, 
for which they were fired from their universities. Halperin was subpoe-
naed, and in March 1953 he testified before SISS. Asked if he had been 
a member of the Communist Party and if he had engaged in the kind of 
espionage activity that former Soviet spy-turned-informant Elizabeth 
Bentley had accused him of to the FBI and HUAC, as well as being 

Whittaker Chambers, 1948 
(LOC Control No. 95512199, 
New York World-Telegram 
and Sun Newspaper Photo-
graph Collection, Library of 
Congress, Washington DC).
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asked about his political activities at the University of Oklahoma, his 
Cuba trip, the Soviet bond purchase and other matters, Halperin gen-
erally invoked the Fifth Amendment, though he did assert that he did 
not commit espionage.21

Shortly after Halperin’s testimony, Nathaniel Weyl, an admitted for-
mer Communist, also testified before SISS. A New York City Communist, 
Weyl took a job in Washington, DC, in 1933 in the federal Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration (AAA). While with the AAA, “he joined a se-

Elizabeth Bentley, 1948 (LOC Control No. 94504253, New York 
World-Telegram and Sun Newspaper Photograph Collection, Library 
of Congress, Washington, DC).
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Letter from FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover to Brigadier General Harry 
Hawkins Vaughan dated November 
8, 1945 (FBI-S, box 169, President’s 
Secretary’s Files, Harry S. Truman 
Library, Independence, Missouri, 
viewed on the Central Intelligence 
Agency website at www.cia.gov/
library/center-for-the-study-of-in-
telligence/csi-publications/books- 
and-monographs/venona-soviet-
espionage-and-the-american- 
response-1939-1957/part1.htm.
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cret Communist party cell, most of whose members were later identified 
by Whittaker Chambers. He left the New Deal in 1934 to work full time 
for the Communist party by organizing farm workers in the Midwest.” 
Weyl testified that he learned of Halperin through Homer Brooks who 
had worked as an official for the Communist Party in the American 
Southwest. Brooks told Weyl of Halperin’s having “been ‘accredited’ 
as the Texas-Oklahoma representative of the Communist party to 
the Mexican Communist party.” Even Halperin’s biographer concedes 
that Weyl was credible. The former Communist’s testimony supported 
charges that Halperin had been a Communist while a professor at the 
University of Oklahoma, his protestations to the contrary before the 
Sooner State’s Little Dies Committee notwithstanding.22   

In the fall of 1953, a story broke that drove Halperin from both Bos-
ton and the United States when, for the second time, he was publicly 
linked to espionage. This time, the accusation came from high officials 
in the federal government. On November 17, President Eisenhower’s 
Attorney General Herbert Brownell testified before SISS and read a 
November 1945 letter from FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover to President 
Truman “identifying a spy ring that had been functioning in Washing-

J. Edgar Hoover, September 
28, 1961 (LOC Control No. 
2004672754, U.S. News and 
World Report Magazine Pho-
tograph Collection, Library of 
Congress, Washington, DC).
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ton during the war.” The substance of the letter came from a deposition 
provided to the FBI by Elizabeth Bentley, and Halperin was one of the 
spies named. The director of the FBI, through the attorney general of 
the United States, using correspondence that included the president of 
the United States, claimed that Maurice Halperin was guilty of espio-
nage on behalf of the Soviet Union.23  

The next day, Wednesday, November 18, 1953, Boston University 
suspended Halperin, pending a university committee meeting the fol-
lowing week to clarify the issues in which he was involved. One week 
after his suspension from Boston University, Halperin and his wife, 
Edith, purportedly fearing for his job and his ability to gain other 
American employment should he be fired in such an uncertain political 
environment, left Boston for Mexico. If Halperin had been a liaison to 
the Mexican Communist Party as the Texas-Oklahoma representative 
of the Communist Party USA during the 1930s, as Nathaniel Weyl had 
testified, Halperin would have had contacts there.24  

Maurice Halperin’s life changed dramatically when Elizabeth Bent-
ley accused him of being a spy for the Soviet Union. He denied her 
allegations, just as he had denied being a Communist in testimony be-

Office of Strategic Services  
Director William Donovan 
(LOC Control No. 93517612, 
George Grantham Bain Col-
lection, Library of Congress, 
Washington, DC).
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fore Oklahoma’s Little Dies Committee in 1941 and before the FBI in 
1942 and 1947, yet he fled the United States “and spent years of exile 
in Mexico, the Soviet Union, and Cuba, before settling in Canada.”25 
Either Bentley lied or Halperin lied.

Elizabeth Bentley joined the Communist Party in the 1930s, and 
she began working in “its underground apparatus in New York” by 
decade’s end. She answered to Jacob Golos, with whom she became 
romantically involved. Golos worked for the NKVD, a predecessor of 
the Soviet Union’s KGB. During World War II she made contacts with 
employees of multiple government agencies in Washington, DC. After 
Golos died in 1943, she became leery of her NKVD superiors, and she 
became paranoid that the FBI would soon arrest her for espionage, so 
in late 1945 she went to the FBI and confessed. 

She testified behind closed doors for a grand jury in 1947 and 
before two congressional committees (including HUAC) in July 
1948, when her revelations became public knowledge for the first 
time. Eventually she named more than one hundred people, but 
subsequent investigations focused primarily on the more than 
two dozen who were still employed by the federal government 
when she began to talk to the FBI in 1945. One of them was Mau-
rice Halperin.26

Bentley claimed that Halperin had been a member of the Com-
munist Party when he lived in Oklahoma in the 1930s. She said that 
when Halperin arrived in Washington, DC, after taking the OSS job, 
he and former University of Oklahoma colleague Willard Park con-
tacted Bruce Minton of the leftist New Masses magazine “and told him 
that ‘they desired to be placed in contact with some Communists in the 
East.’”  Minton took this to Golos, who put them in touch with Bentley. 
She said that she first met with Halperin late in 1942 at Park’s home 
in Maryland, “at which time she ‘arranged to collect Communist Party 
dues’ from him.” Shortly thereafter, “Golos went to Washington ‘and 
apparently made arrangements with them on that occasion to be sup-
plied . . . with certain information to which they had access in their 
respective offices.’”27

Bentley said that Halperin “passed along ‘mimeographed bulletins 
and reports prepared by OSS on a variety of topics and also supplied 
excerpts from State Department cables to which he evidently had ac-
cess.’” FBI files also included a letter from within the bureau to Di-
rector J. Edgar Hoover discussing this information, saying “that in 
Bentley’s early contacts with Halperin ‘he had apparently unlimited 
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access to what she describes as daily cabled intelligence summaries 
compiled by the State Department.’” Bentley visited Washington every 
two weeks, and this letter states that “HALPERIN would have a two-
weeks accumulation of such summaries and sometimes would turn 
them over physically to her, while at other times he would perhaps 
clip out a pertinent paragraph or two and hand it over to her.” Bentley 
also said that after OSS security was tightened, Halperin was forced 
to take greater care not to be discovered conveying this information to 
her, so “he ‘adopted the practice of personally typing digests of such 
information as he thought of interest.’”28

Bentley told government officials that Halperin would occasionally 
come to New York where she and Golos would spend the evening with 
him dining and enjoying a show. She conceded that Halperin may have 
believed that the classified OSS information he was giving to her was 
destined for the Communist Party USA instead of the Soviet Union, 
though the law did not recognize a distinction. The Espionage Act 
of 1917—under which Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were convicted in 
1951 and subsequently executed in 1953—outlawed transmission of 
classified documents to unauthorized personnel, which means that if 
Bentley’s allegations were true, Halperin violated the Espionage Act. 
After their last contact in 1944, Bentley was told by a Soviet contact 
that OSS Director William Donovan confronted Halperin about being 
a spy, after which Halperin no longer met with his Soviet intelligence 
contact, and she lost track of him.29

Kirschner sums up Bentley’s allegations against Halperin:

She had firsthand knowledge that Halperin was a member of the 
Communist party; that he paid party dues to her; that he passed 
along printed material from the OSS and the State Department 
from late 1942 or early 1943 until late 1944, approximately two 
years; and that he occasionally met her and her superior in New 
York City. She had hearsay information that it was he who had 
initiated the contact with Communists in Washington; that the 
material he gave to her was prized by the NKVD; and that Don-
ovan was aware of Halperin’s activities by 1945, and had con-
fronted him with them. She also knew that Halperin had been 
at Oklahoma University, that Willard Park had been there with 
him, and that Park was now employed in Washington.30

From 1940 until 1949, the FBI kept a file on Halperin, though little 
in it backs up Bentley’s allegations. The file includes a May 1940 alle-
gation from an anonymous Norman source noting that Halperin was “a 
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suspect in ‘espionage and Communistic activities.’” Hoover notified the 
FBI’s Oklahoma City office when Halperin went to work for the federal 
government in Washington in 1941, pointing out that he had been ac-
cused by many in Norman of having Communist beliefs. In February 
1942 the FBI’s Washington office questioned Halperin under oath, and 
he swore that he had never been a Communist Party member. This 
echoed his testimony the previous year to the Oklahoma Legislature’s 
Little Dies Committee.31      

In his 1953 testimony before SISS, Nathaniel Weyl said that Com-
munist Party organizer for Oklahoma and Texas Homer Brooks told 
Weyl that Halperin was a Communist. Halperin told his biographer, 
Don S. Kirschner, that he had never heard of Homer Brooks. In 1993, 
however, Weyl provided further information to Kirschner that he had 
not provided in his 1953 testimony that included details involving his 
late wife, Sylvia Weyl. Weyl informed Kirschner by letter that, in the 
1930s, Sylvia had 

accepted the job of organization secretary (the no. 2 spot) of the 
Texas-Oklahoma district of the CP. When we went down to Mexi-
co, Homer told her to take over Halperin’s job as rep to the Mexi-

Edith and Maurice Halperin at 
their golden wedding celebra-
tion, 1976 (UNS76229 frame 13, 
used with permission of Simon 
Fraser University, Burnaby, 
British Columbia. Copyright Si-
mon Fraser University).
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can Party. She met with Halperin at our hotel. I seem to recall 
meeting him then, but was not present at her talk with him. She 
told me that he had been uncooperative and resentful at having 
been replaced.32  

In a follow-up telephone conversation, Weyl said that the meeting 
with Halperin was in 1936 or 1937. In his letter to Kirschner, Weyl 
wrote that even if Halperin was not a “card-carrying” Communist Par-
ty member in the 1930s, that distinction was irrelevant, because “the 
criterion for the communist movement at that time was not whether 
one carried a membership card,” because neither of the Weyls did, “but 
whether or not one accepted the discipline of the party and understood 
its ideology and line. If Dr. Halperin says he was never a party mem-
ber, this may be a semantic issue without too much substance.” Af-
ter Kirschner confronted Halperin with this information during the 
writing of the biography, Halperin claimed that though he had met 
Nathaniel Weyl while in Mexico conducting journalistic research, he 
never met Sylvia, and he was not a representative to the Mexican 
Communist Party. However, Halperin had previously told Kirschner 
that he had, in fact, met Sylvia Weyl, in Mexico. Whether Halperin 
was mistaken or lying, former Communist Nathaniel Weyl implicated 
Maurice Halperin in 1953, and again forty years later, as a Communist 
during the 1930s while Halperin was a faculty member at the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma.33  

Unfortunately for Kirschner, he did not have the benefit of informa-
tion provided by Venona when he published his biography of Halperin. 
Venona was the name of a top secret American program begun late 
in 1943 to decipher encrypted messages sent from Soviet diplomats 
in the United States to Moscow. Its hidden fifty-year existence was 
revealed to the American public in 1995. These deciphered messages 
showed that the Soviet Union, though a wartime ally, had, since 1942, 
placed at least “349 citizens, immigrants, and permanent residents of 
the United States” as spies in the American government and military, 
including the Manhattan Project. Spies such as Assistant Treasury 
Secretary Harry Dexter White and presidential aide Lauchlin Currie 
were highly-placed American government officials. Another was Mau-
rice Halperin. Venona showed that Halperin, while employed with the 
OSS, “turned over hundreds of pages of secret American diplomatic 
cables to the KGB.”34 

Venona corroborates Elizabeth Bentley’s description of Halperin’s 
espionage productivity. Halperin specialized in providing Soviet intel-
ligence “sensitive dispatches that were furnished to the OSS.” In all, 
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twenty-two decoded Venona messages detail Halperin’s participation 
in espionage for the Soviet Union. 

Halperin handed to the Soviets U.S. diplomatic cables regarding 
Turkey’s policies toward Romania, State Department instructions 
to the U.S. ambassador in Spain, U.S. embassy reports about Mo-
rocco, reports from Ambassador John Winant in London about 
the internal stance of the Polish government-in-exile toward ne-
gotiations with Stalin, reports on the U.S. government relation-
ship with the many competing French groups and personalities 
in exile, reports of peace feelers from dissident Germans being 
passed on by the Vatican, U.S. perceptions of Tito’s activities in 
Yugoslavia, and discussions between the Greek government and 
the United States regarding Soviet ambitions in the Balkans.35

In addition to compiling diplomatic information for Soviet sources, Hal-
perin also slanted OSS reports to favor the Communist perspective.36  

Presidential aide Lauchlin Currie, July 17, 1939 (LOC Control No. 2016875960, Harris 
and Ewing Photograph Collection, Library of Congress, Washington, DC).
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Halperin’s inconsistent answers about Sylvia Weyl were not the 
only contradictory answers that he gave his biographer. Halperin told 
the FBI in 1947 that he was not a Communist, had never met Eliza-
beth Bentley, and had never communicated with Soviet intelligence 
agents. Yet, Halperin told Kirschner in the 1990s that he had met with 
Bentley, but only in her capacity as assistant for Earl Browder, head of 
the Communist Party USA, and he never passed classified documents 
to her.37 

Soviet intelligence gave code names to their American assets and 
used those names in their communications. Halperin’s code name was 
“Hare,” and it was included in a November 23, 1945, message from 
Moscow listing thirteen agents with whom Anatoly Gorsky, a Soviet 
agent working in the United States, was to discontinue contact be-
cause of Elizabeth Bentley’s confession of Soviet espionage to the FBI 
earlier that month.38  

The United States government was unwilling to reveal the existence 
of Venona, so prosecutors pursued cases against spies in the 1940s 
and 1950s without the Venona information. Without corroborating evi-
dence, though, the government was often unable to bring those named 
to trial, much less get a guilty verdict. “Four of those Bentley named 
did testify, denied her charges, but then put themselves beyond pros-
ecution for perjury by leaving the United States,” including “Duncan 
Lee, Frank Coe, and Lauchlin Currie.” The fourth was Maurice Hal-
perin. Though Maurice Halperin denied Elizabeth Bentley’s allega-
tions about his involvement with Communism and Soviet espionage, 
Venona—which implicated Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, Harry Dex-
ter White, and Alger Hiss, among many others, in Soviet espionage—
showed that Bentley told the truth and Halperin lied.39

Maurice Halperin swore under oath in the 1940s and 1950s that he 
was not a Communist, that he had never met Elizabeth Bentley, and 
that he had never made contact with any Soviet intelligence agents or 
spied for the Soviet Union. Bentley and Nathaniel Weyl, on the other 
hand, testified that Halperin was a Communist in the 1930s while he 
was a University of Oklahoma professor, and Bentley testified that he 
later engaged in espionage for the Soviet Union. Despite his denials in 
sworn testimony and to his biographer, Venona confirmed Halperin’s 
Communist activity and Soviet espionage. Even if the search for Com-
munists in Oklahoma and the nation was largely a baseless witch 
hunt—though Venona shows that that assessment deserves some re-
evaluation—Halperin’s case is an example of the aphorism that even a 
broken clock is right twice a day. Maurice Halperin was exposed as an 
Oklahoma subversive who became a Soviet spy.
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1" blanrtce Hymaa ИALPEIUN. а •\\1't\m&1"f e>t W'hoae 
ЪackJ•ound and acttvttie• appear• •• Atlaehmerd А. on 
15 J"Шу 1951 made reмrvattaa• throuah the 1'Мadu• Tou..re 11 

ta bledco for Hf'o\UJ' •цаiмеr•Н оа КLЫ m.ы 1651 lea~ 
Mwco for Am&teНatn •t m1Ы&Ьt on :tO Zuly 1911. 021 the 
aftemocm. of 19 July 191"1. the Ьt.dt'Yidu1 1а the tov:dfd a.aency 
with whom ИALPEJUN ha.d mad.e Ute odsf.Dal J.teae!"Vatiou 
advlaed КL.Ы that. three ot: tЬе pel'aOQ who woutd. tnvel on 
the· •1кw• п•en&tton8 we;re Alf•e4 К. ITERN" Ма!'tЪ.а STERN, 
aatd. aokrt STERN. 'ttw founh reaervdton waa саасе11о4. 
Тм STE!U(a Ь4 pтev!ous1y oЪtaiaed fl"au4ulent PaJ<a.-yau 
p&•qorta, al1•Jial (Ьаt they wette eittd1'1..& of taat couatry. 
ТЬ.1е paattpOrt• hav• 1мнtn decla:red vot4 Ъу tho Qovermnoвt of 
Pat"&JWLY• w·e do aot Ьоw wl.iat part, И 1$11 ЯALPZlUN 
playe« tn ohhЫOI the paaaport•. Ьut we. с!о 1ш.оw that he waa 
и l.IJ.timately a.•1oc!&ted wttь the ST.au4a -4 thetr аЯа!rа that 
f.t wo\dd Ье sul'pnstag U he were aot !avolve4 ht the paaaport 
deal. Мa.rtha. Do44 ST:ER.N аа4 Alfred К. STUN were tadicte4 
Ьу а. Fecht&'&l G~ 1•~т Ш. th.e 80\lthem nt.shi.ct о1 New Yerk 
са 9 8eptemЬ&r 19iT оа а еЬп1• ol couptriq to o'Dta.tA and 
tnaamft tФ th\\ USSlt Ьaf'OrmatiOJJ. re"la.titlg to the aat10flA1 defeue 
of the Untted Sta.tea. ТЬ. STJClUf• c~d diredly khtnd tЬе 
IJ'on Cцztam. where' they Ьаvо rematned. 

2. C••ide•ahle ,ub1tcity reau.U:ed from W• еасаре ot 
the STERN•. Tlda puЬUclty аlи iuotved а aun:\Ь.r of 
Ameriean Cotnmu.nt•t• then reaidUI& tn :Мехtсо. Tu attache.4 
cUppina• (Atta<:Ьment С) Им Maul'ice RA.LPE:dN Ь. tht• l"оцр. 

3. 1:а SeptemЪer 1t!8 iAe Mextcu Govenunent atanod 
ctepon.n,. Ame!'leaa Cammшdets. Acco•dtвa to the pJ<e••. 
•m=a tЬоае J18ted for depUt;Ltion waa Maurtce НАLР m!UN" 
ИALP!ltR.IN ._,pUed tor & U "5. pa•aport on. ZO July 1958. В. 
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•Pl._flcwt: pvea Ьу Wm ta l'OJ&l'd to ht• tжtp to СuЬа. aad th.e 
check 4ra.wa 01а. tht• Moseow .Вuk of For.s.p Тьdе ttexcшerated! 1 

h.tm" 

6. 1а Novmn.Ь.r 198 EliaЬetl:i TenU Bf;NTLE'f • аа 
a4mttte4 fonaer е•<таае eo•l'ter, dat•d that .Ь• Ьа4 Ьeeonw: 
aeqWJ.Ь.ed w.t.tь. J:tALPZaxtf ln tke !atter paJJt of 1'42 throqh 
arnqemeDta matle Ьу JасоЬ GOLOS ". а kaown Selwlitt eepiona1e 
a1eat wko diod 011 i7 Hcwemtм1t 194). SЬе fttnh•t' .We4 tNtt 
ИALPE!UN att.pp11e4 ООLОВ with Ьlож~ст to wblc:l\ Ь.е U.d 
ассеоа Ш Ыа otfic.e. 1*:1'1d!nJ m.Ur.t•oanphftd 'lкdletiu -.d 
rei")rts pr•fa~•d Ьу OSS оа а -vadety of topie• .uм!. exeerpt• 
f:rom state D.partment са.Ы•• te.-hle.h h• Ьа.4 act!•••· R•fel'eacet!I 
to B.i:МТL:SYt• clidac:t with ИЛLP1t.RJN 'Wblle he waa em.ployod 
Ьу oss "'" c~tмd m BENTL&Y 1

• Ьооk "0\11 of: Boatta1•H 011 
i*1e• 100, zic, ;!61, 2'3·Z66" 

1. Оа 2.ci NO't'emЬ.r 1953 ИAU"'!t.RIN wae eu.aptmded. 
wtthout. ~у f1:"~~ hi• podi.<m ot A••r.н:lato Pqfea1tor d th.o .L4t.f.ia 
ArneJie.u Rea1tma1 Stud.em.t• Sectioa a.t 80.Юn. UrdveJ"-,., С0Пе10 
ot Ltм:1al Ad•} afte.r Ь.е :reftl•ed on eoutl.tutio•1 pouad• to ten 
tЪ.е• U .S" $Ц18tе lat•rul S•c~y 5'1Ьcommtttee wь.tмr he waa 
ever а membe:r- ct. tм Gctmm"t<.mitllt Party. Tld.a кt!on wae takea 
а• .а naшt ol. р:1Ь1J.с t!i•-etoau!'et оа tel•vifdon of а leti•r f-rom 
М~. J. EqartIOQV.&RtoMт. Н.nуИ. VAUGНN dakd 
1 N.ovemмr 19415 --· daela••lfied оа 16 Novemtwlr 19SJ in whieh 
Mr" KOCVU atШd that •• • rehlt ot kwesUs•tv• operattone, 
Wor:mtttion haii rсю4"1&1у Ьма. ._veloped. f~ а htply toefld..ela1 
•ource l.af!U.eattч tut а numЬn of f01"1ЮiUJ omp1oyed Ьу th:e 
Q.....,mmeat. ot th.e U1'дted Statea had. Ь.ОС fttnd.~ data -.n.d 
Utfo:rmattoo. to per•-. out•14e the Fedent G~ot who tn 
tuю woiro f~Ыng tЬе Ь1fo1"m&tion t9 ••plcmaae ageDt• Qf the 
Sm• Owe:rmn•at. The lette r t.!nke4 ИАLР EJUМ wt.th Н&rq 
De:de-r WИITE. ~. Gre,ory SJ.LVERMASTER. aad. oth•r geven'l"' 
meat official• tha eupected of e1:ptoaa1e. ИALPEJU'N Ь..d Ь.а 
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•upeaded p1"eviouty 'Ьу JIOetoa Unlver•ttr а Mueh 1953 lor 
relwlfaa to aaewer fiUdou ot а hrtate &itc:mal S•curity Sаь ... 
eommШee hee~ tD Воаtоа, Ъut waa ~te4 dter 'heilla 
repdm&Aded and PV01'•ly cenaurad. Coptea of ....,.paper 
al'licle• relatSaa to ВА.LР.ЕаlМ'• dtmd••al from· Bo.ioa Usd.ve1' ... 
8'ty &1'• attachod. u Attaduneat В.. k WU.1 И ьoted tЬat accorct.na 
to tlteee utfc,1ee ЯALPZIUN aad h11 famUy left thelr ~· 1а 
Maee&cЬultМt• ht the ml.&ne ol the atPt wtthout tafo~ offtdals 
of Doetoa Usмra!ty о1. Ыа dilpa;rtun. Jie ,_. olltciaUy c!hmt.sud 
fl"GID ·t:Ье· U-rd:veratty оа 6Zaawa.:ry1954" 

8" J\fter Jd.• .antval Щ Ыехtсо • ИALP:slUN tмca.me А 
_.mмr· of &е· AD.tencaa. COID11'.NDtat OJ<oup а Natco (АСОМ) 
аа4 wa.• a•Pdated doeely wtth Atfred К. IT:aut aad' Ы• wife, 
MaJtha Do44. SТUN • wЬо Ьаd. u'l'f.v•d ia Medco о.а 5 July 19JЭ. 
FoUowJ.aa tМ anelt о1 the Sovtet а1•••. Jack IODLI: ud hta 
wtte, Myn S1D.ВL.E. u4 J!acob АLВАЫ са !5 J-ry 1917 • it 
wu diШoeeeL that thec SТElUfa Ь&d Ьееа 1.mpltcat.d Sa Sovtet 
eap!oaqe act1vtty 'WttЬ 1ack SOBLE. Оа 20 J\dy 1957 tho 8ТЕаК• 
Oed hom. Me:dco to Cмchoalovalda oaeulbly to avotct Ъ.tn& 
~ed to ·the Uattect staie• to tе.Ш, Ъ.lcwe а Spectal GnМ 
J'_,. U1 l'ep-rct to tмir uaodatiaa wWI J'.adt SOBLE u.d tko 
нао.ые ."н Воd.8 :МOIU\OS .W,od Ьу the :nd. 1а О... :Jack 
юви; са••. Аа taveatt5atf.on of tье way ta wblch dw sт .ckN• 
1а4 Ъееа able to le&ve Mealc• сlааdеСЬш!у dte1oee<i that their 
atqйaae re1el'Y1dl.ou ha4 'Ьееа oЬlaiu4for them Ьу НALPJ:IUN 

w ttholJt· diкlo ... to th8 ait'Bue th.a.t they ..,.:re to Ь. ued '3f tМ 
ITDXe .-S1 t&o· t.i&y Ьefo.ro U.tr d.epalturo. Ш:t.,FtZIUlif wu 
ve·rr cloaely «~••octated wlth tЬе STJ:D.N• ttm.Naheut tlWI pe:rtod 
and WIL8 hlttmatelytavQ1ve4 Ь. the!~ plaD.I for еасаре. 

9. Тм pO!ic 41.иloeuo of thA· а•1....._е НЛLР zuн 
.._4e1'ed tlle· SТU:Ка at 6е tl.me of tludr ·8.ipt lrom Mexieo 
J"ea.Шtec! 1а dut 41•ааа1 of КA..LPatIN aml ht•· wlfo. Edith 
ИAL'P&a!N. from po8f.t1ou !А Med.co Clty !а wblch they were 
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employed. Up to that tinн~. Edith НALPERlN had been employed 
u а teache:r ~· the Amencan School J"oundatlon, anci НALPE.RIN 
Ьаd. Ьееn employed Ьу the Mexican Governm.e11t tn La J"'la&acie:ra 
Nacton.al, S.A •• and at the Nattonal School of Political and Soctal 
Scienceo ol t11e Univer•lty Of Mexlco. In addf:tion. an lce c.reatn 
company Ьу the na.tne of Cia Mtstram S. А., l.n wblch ИA.LRBIN 
and Noah SEl~ORER Ьа.d hebl stoc:k wa• ltquidated Ьу them ln the 
11ttmmezr of 19S7. Noah S.EBOREB wu а me:m.ber of the АСОМ 
wtth ИALPERIN. 

10. After the dкtston of the Supreme Court tn tЬе Kent 
and Dayton caLaee. ИALPERIN CODferred with Ыа attorn.ey hd оа 
Ы.а attorney••~ a.dvtce 41ed u. applicatioa for а pueport with the 
.Arnertcan EmЬ..sey in Mestc.o on Z6 Jvly 1958 (preawnaЫy Ы.а 
wlfe did als.o), and he and hts wlfe were isaued рае spo:rta. on 
16 Auguat 195~8. 

11. L:i Auguat aud. SeptemЪer 1958, newapapers t:n the 
Untted. Statee carried several articlea aЬout the Amel'lcaa Com
:munieta l.n Mex.tco ad the e.fforte beln1 made Ъу the Mexlcan 
Gover.шnent to have them deponed.. (Coptes of aome of these 
articleв a.re attached u Attachm.ent С.) НALPEB!N'• name wu 
amon1those1:nen.tlon•d Ьу the pre••~ When НALPEBIN commenced 
maldag plane to leave Muico he oЪtain.ed a.irplane reservatl.on• Sn 
the aa:me of auther person f.n the sam:e muner he ha4 uaed when 
oЪtainina &Uplane reвerv&Uona for the STERN&. The ИALPERl№ 
ftnaUy departed from Mextco оа 13 October 1958. At the tlrлe of 
his d.eparture. the Qovemment of Mmco had. his саае for depor
tatlon under consideration. 

11. ~re received Wormation ahort1y U'ter ИALPE.RIN1 • 
depa.rtu.r·e fre1m Mexlco tha.t he wu employed in bloscow Ьу the 
USSR. ТЫ.а wав conftr:med on 15 July 1960 when the НALPE'lt!N1a 
appeared at t1:ie An1ertcan ExnЪa.asy 1n М:оасоw and preaented 
thelr У. s. pasaporta l.or renewal. ИALPE.RIN atated that he 
had Ьееn tn tblГUSSR •1.nce DecemЬe:r 1958 and that he ia em.p1oyed 
Ьу the USSB Academy of Sctencea where he ia dol.ng reaearch ln 
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the foreign field, sресШса11у, r•latin.g to undeveloped count:ri••· 
lt wt.11 Ье l'Kalieci Uaat НALPERIN ts •o.tn•thlnl of аа authortty 
on Lattn .Amertcaa atf'atra. Our lnformati.on lndtcatea that thl• 
р~-оЪ&Ьlу t• the fle1d in whieh he i• workiag at the pre•ent tЬne. 
The Sovtet Aeademy of Sctenc•• te &nctly •11Ьordlnate to the 
Cou.ncU of Wnl•tetl's. 
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Maurice Halperin
Born Maurice Hyman

Halperin
March 3, 1906
Boston,
Massachusetts

Died February 9, 1995
(aged 88)
Royal Columbia
Hospital,
Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada

Nationality American

Education Harvard College,
University of
Oklahoma

Alma mater Sorbonne

Occupation(s) scholar, intelligence
offer, diplomat

Employer(s) OSS, State
Department,
Boston University,
Simon Fraser
University

Maurice Halperin

Maurice Hyman Halperin (1906–1995) was an American
writer, professor, diplomat, and accused Soviet spy (NKVD code
name "Hare").

Maurice Hyman Halperin was born on March 3, 1906, in Boston,
Massachusetts.[1][2] In 1927, he received an A.B. from Harvard
College, in 1939 an MA from the University of Oklahoma, and in
1931 a doctorate from the Sorbonne.[1][2]

In 1930, Halperin lectured at the Sorbonne while studying
there.[2]

In 1935, Halperin traveled to Cuba with the League of American
Writers to investigate possible human rights abuses. Sometime
during this period, Halperin joined the Communist Party of the
USA (CPUSA).

Halperin taught at the University of Oklahoma, with summer
1941 as visiting professor at the University of Florida.[2]

In late summer 1941, Halperin began working for the US federal government as a Latin American
specialist.[2] From 1941 to 1945, served as division chief (Latin America) in the Office of the
Coordinator of Information, soon the Research Division of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS),[2]

and served as special assistant to Duncan Chapin Lee.[1]

During this period, he may have become an espionage agent and agreed to provide intelligence for the
Joseph Stalin-era Soviet intelligence service, the NKVD. Halperin's alleged NKVD codename was
"Hare." He became a member of the Golos spy network (operated by the NKVD's chief of American
operations Gaik Ovakimian).

With access to the OSS cable room, Halperin could secure copies of secret U.S. reports from any part
of the world. Through the Golos spy network, Halperin provided Soviet intelligence with a large
quantity of sensitive U.S. diplomatic dispatches, including reports from Ambassador John Gilbert

Biography
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Government
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Winant in London on the position of the Polish government-in-exile towards negotiations with Stalin,
Turkey's foreign policy toward Romania, the State Department's instructions to the U.S. Ambassador
to Spain, the U.S. embassy in Morocco's reports on that country's government, reports on the U.S.
government's relationship with Vichy and Free French factions and persons in exile, reports of peace
feelers from dissident Germans passed to the Vatican, U.S. attitudes towards Josip Broz Tito's
Communist Front activities in Yugoslavia, and discussions between the Greek government and the
United States regarding Soviet ambitions in the Balkans. Halperin also distorted OSS reports with
false information in order to reflect the views of Stalin, the Soviet Union, and the Communist Party of
the United States.

After the OSS was dissolved in 1945, Halperin transferred to the State Department and worked as an
adviser to United States Secretary of State Dean Acheson, again on Latin American affairs.[2] Halperin
was an advisor to the United Nations at the first conference in San Francisco (with Alger Hiss serving
as acting secretary general). He helped establish a Hebrew language service for the UN, beamed to
Palestine.[2]

In 1946 (or 1949[1]), Halperin resigned from the State Department to take the position of chair of
Latin American studies at Boston University.[1]

On July 31, 1948, ex-Soviet spy Elizabeth Bentley testified under subpoena before the House Un-
American Activities Committee and related details which she first shared with the FBI in 1945.[2] In
1945, Bentley, who had inherited the Golos network, defected from the Soviet underground and
sought out the Federal Bureau of Investigation. During questioning, Bentley told FBI agents that from
1942 to 1944, Halperin at OSS had delivered "to Mary Price and later to myself mimeographed
bulletins and reports prepared by OSS on a variety of topics and also supplied excerpts from State
Department cables to which he evidently had access." Bentley added that "some time early in 1945
'JACK', [Soviet agent Joseph Katz][3] the Russian contact at that time, told me that Halperin had been
accused by General William J. Donovan, the head of OSS, of being a Soviet agent..."[4] The next day,
the FBI notified Harry S. Truman's White House that "according to a "highly confidential source,"
among those "employed by the government of the United States" who "have been furnishing data and
information to persons outside the Federal government, who are in turn transmitting this information
to espionage agents of the Soviet government," was "Maurice Halperin, Office of Strategic Services."
Subsequent surveillance of Halperin disclosed that he was in contact with Nathan Gregory
Silvermaster, Lauchlin Currie, Philip and Mary Jane Keeney, and others.

In 1953, after Soviet cables were secretly decrypted by U.S. counter-intelligence, Maurice Halperin
was called before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee to defend himself on charges of
espionage, at which time he lost his teaching position at Boston University.[1] Halperin denied the
charges, but nevertheless fled to Mexico and taught at the National University of Mexico.[1] To avoid

HUAC investigation (1948)

SISS investigation (1953)
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extradition from Mexico, Halperin moved to the Soviet Union, where he studied and taught.[1] Among
the friends he made there was the British defector, Donald Maclean as well as Cuban revolutionary
leader Che Guevara.

Disenchanted with communism in the Soviet Union, Halperin accepted Guevara's invitation to come
to Havana in 1962. There, he consulted to the Ministry of Trade in the Fidel Castro government for
five years and taught at the University of Havana.[1] Political tensions forced him to leave for
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. In Vancouver, he became a political science professor at Simon
Fraser University, and wrote several books critical of Castro's government and the socio-political
situation in Cuba.[1]

Halperin married and had two surviving children.[1]

Maurice Halperin died age 88 on February 9, 1995, of a stroke at the Royal Columbia Hospital just
outside Vancouver, Canada.[1]

After Halperin's death, the release of the Venona project decryptions of coded Soviet cables, as well as
information gleaned from Soviet KGB archives, revealed that Halperin was involved in espionage
activities on behalf of the Soviet Union while serving in an official capacity with the United States
government.[5][6][7]

Aside from an early literary study, Halperin published three books critical of Castro:

Roman de Tristan et Iseut dans la littérature anglo-américaine au XIXe et au XXe siècles (1931)[8]

Rise and Decline of Fidel Castro: An Essay in Contemporary History (1972)[9]

The Taming of Fidel Castro (1981)[10]

Return to Havana (1994)[11]

NKVD
Elizabeth Bentley
Silvermaster Group
Perlo Group
Venona project
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Morton H. Halperin, Appellant, v.
Central Intelligence Agency, 629 F.2d
144 (D.C. Cir. 1980)

US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit - 629 F.2d 144 (D.C.
Cir. 1980)

Argued 16 April 1980. Decided 11 July 1980. Rehearing Denied Aug. 7, 1980

William A. Dobrovir, Washington, D. C., for appellant. Joseph D. Gebhardt, Washington,
D. C., also entered an appearance for appellant.

Al J. Daniel, Jr., Atty., Dept. of Justice, Washington, D. C., with whom Alice Daniel, Asst.
Atty. Gen., Charles F. C. Ruff, U. S. Atty., and Leonard Schaitman, Atty., Dept. of Justice,
Washington, D. C., were on the brief, for appellee.

Before TAMM and WILKEY, Circuit Judges, and DAVIES,   United States Senior District
Judge for the District of North Dakota.

Opinion for the Court filed by Circuit Judge WILKEY.

WILKEY, Circuit Judge:

Plaintiff Morton H. Halperin appeals from the district court's denial of his Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) suit for access to Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) documents
detailing legal bills and fee agreements with private attorneys retained by the Agency. The
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district court granted summary judgment to the CIA, finding the requested documents to
be specifically exempted from FOIA disclosure by two statutes, and holding that plaintiff
lacked standing to challenge the constitutionality of those statutes.

We affirm the district court's conclusion that the documents are statutorily exempted from
disclosure, and we agree that under a controlling Supreme Court precedent plaintiff lacks
standing. As explained later in our discussion of the issue of standing, we find it advisable
to reach the merits on the constitutionality of the exempting statutes, and as an additional
ground of our decision we hold that the CIA exempting statutes as applied in this case are
not unconstitutional.

In 1976 plaintiff Halperin made a request to the CIA for attorney retainer agreements, fee
agreements, bills and statements, and related correspondence between the CIA and any
attorneys or law firms retained by the CIA to perform legal services for the Agency or its
employees since 17 June 1972. Plaintiff also sought access to Agency files for the purpose of
locating and inspecting the requested materials.  

The CIA released those documents that concerned legal services rendered on an
unclassified basis, but withheld documents pertaining to names of attorneys and details of
legal services connected with covert or classified activities, except to release its standard
contract used in retaining attorneys for classified CIA activities. In support of this action
the CIA cited Exemption 1 of the FOIA for classified national defense and foreign policy
documents, and Exemption 3 for documents specifically exempted by statute.  

The district court rested its summary judgment decision on Exemption 3 and found it
unnecessary to decide the applicability of Exemption 1. Judge Oliver Gasch found that
section 102(d) (3) of the National Security Act, 50 U.S.C. § 403(d) (3) (1976), exempted all
the withheld documents through its protection of intelligence sources and methods from
unauthorized disclosure. As an additional ground of decision under Exemption 3, the court
found information about legal fees and similar agency expenditures in the nature of
salaries to be specifically exempted by section 6 of the Central Intelligence Agency Act, 50
U.S.C. § 403g (1976).  

Plaintiff further claimed that the application of these statutes under Exemption 3 violates
Article I, Section 9, Clause 7 of the United States Constitution, which requires inter alia a
"statement and account" of public expenditures. In response to this argument Judge Gasch
noted the Supreme Court's rejection of taxpayer standing to raise the same constitutional
challenge to 50 U.S.C. § 403g in the case of United States v. Richardson.   Judge Gasch
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held that this lack of standing bars a FOIA requester as well as a taxpayer, and therefore
there is no standing for plaintiff in this case.  

In reviewing the district court's decision, we first look at whether the court properly applied
the statutes cited by the CIA as grounds for invoking FOIA Exemption 3. This exemption
protects from disclosure those matters that are "specifically exempted from disclosure by
statute," provided that such statute "(A) requires that the matters be withheld from the
public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (B) establishes particular
criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld . . .."  

This court has consistently held sections 403(d) (3) and 403g of Title 50 to be exempting
statutes of the type described in FOIA Exemption 3.   Section 403(d) (3) provides in
pertinent part: "That the Director of Central Intelligence shall be responsible for protecting
intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure."   Section 403g further
provides for the exemption of the CIA from any law that requires disclosure of the
organization, functions, names, official titles, salaries or numbers of personnel employed
by the Agency.  

The district court properly applied a standard exempting under 50 U.S.C. § 403(d) (3)
those documents that the Agency demonstrates "can reasonably be expected to lead to
unauthorized disclosure of intelligence sources and methods."   The Agency attempted to
satisfy this standard by means of evidence presented in the deposition of John F. Blake,
Deputy Director for Administration for the CIA,   and in affidavits from Blake   and from
Robert E. Owen, Information Review Officer for the CIA.   In their statements these
officials presented evidence pertaining to disclosure of the two types of information under
dispute, the names of attorneys retained for covert CIA activities and the legal fees paid to
them by the CIA.

Concerning the disclosure of names of attorneys, Deputy Director Blake testified at a
deposition that each attorney connected with covert CIA activities and implicated by
plaintiff's FOIA request was an intelligence method within the meaning of section 403(d)
(3), and that identification of such attorneys could reasonably be expected to lead to the
disclosure of other intelligence sources and methods.   Both CIA officials explained in
their statements that disclosure of attorney names could result in harm to the individuals
identified, in harm to the CIA's efforts to recruit other personnel for covert intelligence-
related operations, and in harm to other intelligence sources and methods through the
providing of useful leads to the intelligence agencies of hostile powers.   Based on the
affidavits and deposition, the district court concluded that the disclosure of attorney
names, even with the deletion of details tending to identify the underlying transaction,
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could reasonably be expected to lead to unauthorized disclosure of intelligence sources and
methods.  

In reviewing this decision of the district court, we note initially that Congress has indicated
that courts should give "substantial weight" to such agency statements while conducting a
de novo review of agency decisions that withhold information on the basis of FOIA
Exemption 1.   The logic of this judicial review standard applies equally to all national
security FOIA cases, whether they arise formally under Exemption 1 or Exemption 3.   In
past cases this court has interpreted the proper means of applying the "substantial weight"
standard to Exemption 1 and Exemption 3 cases. We have held that summary judgment
may be granted on the basis of agency affidavits if they contain reasonable specificity of
detail rather than merely conclusory statements, and if they are not called into question by
contradictory evidence in the record or by evidence of agency bad faith.  

If the agency's statements meet this standard, the court is not to conduct a detailed inquiry
to decide whether it agrees with the agency's opinions; to do so would violate the principle
of affording substantial weight to the expert opinion of the agency.   Judges, moreover,
lack the expertise necessary to second-guess such agency opinions in the typical national
security FOIA case. Within this limited standard for de novo review, we find that the CIA
affidavits and deposition provide more than ample evidence to show the plausibility of the
alleged potential harm, in a manner that is reasonably detailed rather than conclusory.

Appellant has presented no evidence to contradict the Agency or to show Agency bad faith.
On appeal appellant rests on an argument that the Agency's explanations are conclusory,
speculative, and insufficient to carry the Agency's burden of proof under a de novo
standard of review in the district court.   A summary of the details presented by the CIA,
however, demonstrates that appellant's argument has no merit, and that the Agency's
showing of potential harm is not only plausible but very convincing.

First, the CIA statements show that the disclosure of the identity of an attorney doing work
for the CIA might expose him to adverse action from hostile powers. Attorneys performing
services connected to CIA activities in foreign countries of course face the harshest risk
from exposure of their activities, as the CIA affidavits in this case explain.   Exposure of a
CIA operative in a foreign country can further lead to embarrassment for the United States
and disruption of relations with foreign countries.   Though the hazards for American
attorneys are not so great, public disclosure of an affiliation with the CIA may have adverse
consequences for them as well.  
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Second, the CIA's inability to protect the anonymity of its agents in any part of the world is
a strong disincentive to those who are considering future employment or continued
affiliation with the CIA.   Deputy Director Blake stated in his deposition that he had
personal knowledge of "at least two United States attorneys who had been cooperative with
us in a classified relationship who, based on continuing disclosures in the last several years,
have asked that we would withdraw from the relationship with them."  

Finally, as Deputy Director Blake stated in his affidavit, the "primary reason for
withholding attorney's identities who are agents of the CIA in intelligence activities is that
such disclosure will tend to reveal details of those activities."   Blake elaborated on this
concern in his deposition:

If the name appears in the press, the name is available then to representatives of hostile,
foreign intelligence services working in this country who, by a variety of techniques, can
undertake courses of action to ascertain what other contacts, what other locations, and
then arrive at determinations whether he is doing any other function for the Central
Intelligence Agency.  

The functions endangered by such disclosures include legal name changes for defectors, the
creation of commercial entities, acquisitions of real estate, and settlements of affairs of
deceased CIA operatives overseas.   All these functions are performed by lawyers and
often require secrecy. Fears of potential harm from unauthorized disclosure of such
functions are certainly reasonable, even from the perspective of someone not trained in
intelligence operations.

Appellant further contends that the CIA's projection of potential harm is "pure
speculation," and that the CIA is merely "hypothesizing a possible way in which intelligence
methods might be revealed."   A court must take into account, however, that any affidavit
or other agency statement of threatened harm to national security will always be
speculative to some extent, in the sense that it describes a potential future harm rather
than an actual past harm. If we were to require an actual showing that particular
disclosures of the identities of CIA-retained attorneys have in the past led to identifiable
concrete harm, we would be overstepping by a large measure the proper role of a court in a
national security FOIA case. The question that Congress has placed before us is only
whether the predicted danger is a reasonable expectation; and it is precisely on this point
that a court, lacking expertise in the substantive matters at hand, must give substantial
weight to agency statements, so long as they are plausible and not called into question by
contrary evidence or evidence of agency bad faith.
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In the present case, a stricter standard for the showing of potential harm could very seldom
be satisfied. As Deputy Director Blake stated, when a hostile intelligence service is properly
doing its job it can carry out various counter-intelligence operations against covert CIA
operations, "without drawing attention to itself, and we have no way of knowing."  
Appellant's argument that the CIA has not shown any past instances of concrete harm to
agency-retained lawyers   ignores this fact, and also ignores that the purpose of national
security exemptions to the FOIA is to protect intelligence sources before they are
compromised and harmed, not after: "The problem is to ensure in advance, and by proper
procedures, that information detrimental to national interest is not published."  

To summarize our conclusion on the issue of exemption for names of CIA-retained
attorneys, we find that the CIA has submitted reasonably detailed, nonconclusory
statements showing the applicability of section 403(d) (3), that these statements are
plausible on their face, and that the record contains no contrary evidence or evidence of
Agency bad faith. Once substantial weight is given to these statements, there remain no
substantial and material facts in dispute. The district court's grant of summary judgment is
therefore entirely appropriate on the issue of disclosing names of attorneys.  

On the issue of legal fees, the district court found nondisclosure to be justified by both
section 403(d) (3) and section 403g of title 50. Based on CIA statements, the court
concluded that disclosure of legal fees could reasonably be expected to lead to unauthorized
disclosure of intelligence sources and methods under section 403(d) (3), because trained
foreign personnel could gain useful insights from such information.  

On review we apply the same standards described above for the issue of attorney names.
Appellant has not offered evidence to contradict the Agency or to show Agency bad faith.
The issue is whether the Agency's statements contain reasonable specificity of detail to
support the district court's application of section 403(d) (3).

The Agency's general rationale for refusing to disclose rates and total fees paid to attorneys
is that such information could give leads to information about covert activities that
constitute intelligence methods. For example, if a large legal bill is incurred in a covert
operation, a trained intelligence analyst could reason from the size of the legal bill to the
size and nature of the operation.   This scenario raises a reasonable possibility of harm to
the covert activity following from disclosure of the size of legal fees.   We note that the
CIA's showing of potential harm here is not so great as its showing concerning attorney
names. We must take into account, however, that each individual piece of intelligence
information, much like a piece of jigsaw puzzle, may aid in piecing together other bits of
information even when the individual piece is not of obvious importance in itself. When
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combined with other small leads, the amount of a legal fee could well prove useful for
identifying a covert transaction. Viewed in this light, the Agency's statements offer
sufficient plausible detail for a court to accord substantial weight to the statements and
accept the Agency's expert judgment on the potential effects of disclosing legal fees. We
therefore affirm the district court's application of section 403(d) (3) to this matter.

The district court also found legal fees to be protected from FOIA disclosure by section
403g of Title 50. This section, quoted above,   protects against the disclosure of the
"organization, functions, names, official titles, salaries, or numbers of personnel employed
by the Agency." The district court held that CIA expenditures for legal fees fall within this
language, since they are "in the nature of salaries."   Appellant contends that CIA-retained
attorneys are not personnel employed by the CIA and that payments to them are not
"salaries."  

Concerning the first of these contentions, it is true that the CIA's standard retainer
agreement defines the status of a retained attorney as "independent contractor" and
disclaims any employee-employer relationship.   There are of course lines of cases, cited
by appellant, that distinguish between employees and independent contractors for various
legal purposes.   We note, however, that section 403g does not use the term of art
"employee" but rather the phrase "personnel employed by the agency." To determine the
proper meaning of this phrase in context, we must examine the indications of
congressional intent rather than apply a formalistic distinction between employee and
independent contractor which was created for legal contexts far removed from section
403g.

Section 403g itself contains language indicating Congress's intent. Congress enacted the
section to promote "the interests of security of the foreign intelligence activities of the
United States," and to further the protection of "intelligence sources and methods from
unauthorized disclosure . . . ."   The foreign intelligence activities of the United States are
frequently carried out by personnel who have no formal or regular employee status with the
CIA. The nature of the CIA's intelligence function often requires the services of persons
affiliated with the Agency only temporarily; this is obviously the case with the services of
private attorneys needed from time to time in connection with clandestine CIA activities.
Such employment relationships are integral and essential to many Agency functions.

Only by recognizing such personnel as "employed by the Agency" within the language of
section 403g can we give reasonable effect to the congressional intent in that section to
protect the security of foreign intelligence activities and to further the protection of
intelligence sources and methods. The further congressional intent to protect "the
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confidential nature of the Agency's functions"   leaves no room for a fine and formalistic
distinction between functions performed by CIA staff attorneys operating under cover and
functions performed by private attorneys pursuant to contract. A contrary interpretation
could seriously impair the CIA's ability to conduct classified operations with temporarily
affiliated personnel.

These same expressions of congressional intent preclude an interpretation of the term
"salaries" that would include only payments to regularly employed CIA staff personnel.
Payments to clandestine temporarily affiliated personnel are at least as, probably more,
likely to reveal intelligence sources and methods as are payments to CIA staff. To give
section 403g the scope Congress evidently intended, we must include as "salaries" any
payments made in compensation for services performed by personnel employed by the
Agency.

In light of express congressional intent, we hold that such payments to CIA-retained
attorneys are in the nature of salaries to personnel employed by the CIA, and are therefore
within the listing of specific information protected from disclosure under section 403g. The
requested information about legal fees is thus within the narrow interpretation of section
403g described in this court's previous opinions.  

We therefore affirm the district court's exemption of legal fees under both section 403g and
section 403(d) (3) of Title 50. Summary judgment was appropriate under these
circumstances because, giving substantial weight to the Agency statements under the
standards described above, the CIA has succeeded in carrying its burden of showing that no
substantial and material facts remain in dispute and that the Agency is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law.  

Since the requested documents were properly found to be within the provisions of two
Exemption 3 statutes, appellant can prevail only if those statutes are held unconstitutional.
Appellant claims that the statutes, insofar as they prevent disclosure of information about
CIA expenditures, violate Article 1, Section 9, Clause 7 of the United States Constitution
(hereinafter "Clause 7" or "Statement and Account Clause"), which provides: "No Money
shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by Law; and
a regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and Expenditures of all public Money
shall be published from time to time."

For appellant to challenge the CIA's Exemption 3 statutes on constitutional grounds, he
must first show that he has standing to raise this issue. Unfortunately for appellant, the
Supreme Court decided a similar question of standing in United States v. Richardson.   In
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Chief Justice Burger's opinion the Court held that a federal taxpayer does not have
standing to raise a constitutional challenge under the Statement and Account Clause
against those provisions of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 which require
secrecy for the appropriations and expenditures of the CIA, the very provisions at issue
here.

Appellant attempts to distinguish Richardson on grounds that he has standing under the
FOIA, while Richardson claimed standing only as a taxpayer. The merit of this distinction
depends on the breadth the Supreme Court intended for its Richardson holding. We find
that the language of Richardson indicates that the Supreme Court intended a holding broad
enough to cover all challenges to the CIA Act under the Statement and Account Clause,
whether by a mere taxpayer or by a FOIA plaintiff.

The key fact in Richardson was that the injury alleged by plaintiff was undifferentiated and
common to all members of the public.   In the present case this key fact is unchanged; like
Richardson, plaintiff here has not shown the "particular concrete injury" required for
standing.  

That the Supreme Court intended a holding broad enough to cover the present case is
further suggested by the Court's willingness to accept the prospect that no one would ever
have standing to challenge CIA fiscal secrecy. The opinion of the Court observed that "the
absence of any particular individual or class to litigate these claims gives support to the
argument that the subject matter is committed to the surveillance of Congress, and
ultimately to the political process."   This statement is a broad holding, applying to other
persons and circumstances, rather than one narrowed to Richardson and the facts of his
suit. The argument for committing the matter to Congress and the political process, rather
than to the courts, applies with equal logical force against a FOIA plaintiff as against a
citizen or taxpayer plaintiff.

We recognize that it can be reasonably argued that the FOIA creates a new situation in
which a plaintiff such as Halperin or Richardson can now claim standing not merely as a
taxpayer, but as a person who has suffered concrete injury in the denial of a statutorily
authorized FOIA request for CIA budget information. But the facts as well as the reasoning
of the Richardson case convince us that this precedent precludes standing for FOIA
plaintiff Halperin. The FOIA is not a new factor added since Richardson was decided; the
FOIA existed at the time of the Richardson case, was in fact cited as a ground of jurisdiction
in Richardson's complaint,   and was mentioned in a footnote to the opinion for the Court
without any intimation that it might provide a loophole through which plaintiff could gain
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standing.   Mr. Justice Stewart's dissenting opinion in Richardson noted the logical
implications of the majority's holding for standing of a FOIA plaintiff:

For example, the Freedom of Information Act creates a private cause of action for the
benefit of persons who have requested certain records from a public agency and whose
request has been denied. . . . it confers a right on "any person" to receive those records,
subject to published regulations regarding time, place, fees, and procedure. The analogy, of
course, is clear. If the Court is correct in this case in holding that Richardson lacks standing
under Art. III to litigate his claim that the Statement and Account Clause imposes an
affirmative duty that runs in his favor, it would follow that a person whose request under 5
U.S.C. § 552 has been denied would similarly lack standing under Art. III despite the clear
intent of Congress to confer a right of action to compel production of the information.  

For a FOIA plaintiff as well as a taxpayer, the constitutional objection to the CIA's fiscal
secrecy is shared in common with all members of the public, and under the logic of
Richardson this factor bars standing.   The facts and reasoning of the Richardson
decision, as discussed above, point to the conclusion that, at least for statutes protecting
CIA fiscal secrecy, the FOIA does not create standing to challenge the constitutionality of
the CIA's budgetary secrecy.

Two district courts have reached the same conclusion, holding that CIA budget secrecy
statutes cannot be challenged on constitutional grounds by FOIA plaintiffs, albeit without
elaborating their reasoning. One of these cases arose soon after the Supreme Court's
Richardson decision, when plaintiff Richardson filed a FOIA complaint against the CIA and
the Treasury Department, once more seeking access to CIA financial records. Judge
Gourley of the Western District of Pennsylvania found those records to be within
Exemption 1 and Exemption 3 of the FOIA and thus not subject to disclosure.   As to the
constitutionality of the exempting statutes the court did not express a view; but in light of
Richardson's claim that he raised a constitutional challenge under the Statement and
Account Clause,   the district court's decision implicitly assumes that he could not validly
make the challenge.

The second district court case followed nearly identical lines, with a FOIA suit filed by the
same Halperin who appeals now. Judge John Lewis Smith of the D.C. District Court found
the requested CIA budget data to be within Exemption 3, and did not comment on the
constitutionality of the exempting statutes except by implication in a "see also" cite to
United States v. Richardson.  
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Based on the reasoning of Richardson and the example of these two district court decisions,
we affirm the district court's holding here that plaintiff lacks standing to challenge the
constitutionality of the Exemption 3 statutes that ensure secrecy for CIA fiscal data. In
applying the logical implications of the Richardson decision to this case, we acknowledge
that the majority of the Supreme Court did not expressly consider in that case whether a
plaintiff in the position of Richardson or Halperin might have standing specifically under
the FOIA. Especially in light of the narrow 5-4 margin of decision in Richardson, we do not
overlook the possibility that the Supreme Court could narrow the Richardson holding so as
not to bar standing for a FOIA plaintiff to challenge the constitutionality of the exempting
statutes.

With this possibility in mind, and considering that judicial economy is best served by our
resolving all relevant issues at this stage, we proceed to consider the merits of plaintiff's
constitutional claim as an equal alternative ground of our decision. Although the district
court did not address this issue, we decline to remand for further argument and fact-
finding at the trial court level, since the issue is purely one of law and the relevant
considerations have been substantially briefed here by both parties.

IV. CONSTITUTIONALITY AND JUSTICIABILITY OF STATUTORY

SECRECY FOR CIA EXPENDITURES

Appellant claims that sections 403(d) (3) and 403g of Title 50 are unconstitutional insofar
as they authorize the withholding of CIA expense data approved by the district court in this
case.   The CIA replies that under the political question doctrine the Statement and
Account Clause does not present a justiciable matter.   Finding the political question
doctrine closely bound up with the merits, we investigate the history of the Statement and
Account Clause for the light it sheds on both questions. Our inquiry takes notice of a broad
range of evidence from our nation's early history, focusing throughout on whether the
Statement and Account Clause was intended to require the public disclosure of such
information as is requested here. Relevant to this inquiry are several major categories of
historical evidence, including statements by the Framers of the Clause, statements
reflecting a contemporaneous understanding of the Framers' intent, and governmental
practices with regard to disclosure of similar information both before and after the
enactment of the Constitution.

The Statement and Account Clause was first proposed in the final week of the
Constitutional Convention, when George Mason moved on 14 September 1787 that a clause
be adopted requiring "that an Account of the public expenditures should be annually
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published."   In the initial debate on this proposal, Gouveneur Morris urged that such
accounting would be "impossible in many cases," and Rufus King remarked that it would
be "impracticable" to account for "every minute shilling."   James Madison then proposed
an amendment to require an accounting "from time to time" rather than annually. The
Convention adopted this amendment and enacted Clause 7 in its presently existing form.

The debate surrounding the adoption of Madison's amendment proves important for our
inquiry. Farrand gives a brief account of the debate at the Convention, taken from
Madison's notes. Madison thought that the substitution of "from time to time" for
"annually" would ensure frequent publication and "leave enough to the discretion of the
Legislature."   Madison's notes from the Convention do not elaborate on the concept of
legislative discretion, except to say that if too much is required, "the difficulty will beget a
habit of doing nothing."  

The rational behind Madison's amendment came more fully to light in the debate in the
Virginia ratifying convention. On 12 June 1788 Madison stated that under the Constitution
as proposed, congressional proceedings were to be "occasionally published," and that this
requirement included all receipts and expenditures of public money.   He praised this as a
security not enjoyed under the then existing system of government. Then, in a sentence
reflecting on the degree of discretion to be allowed under Clause 7, he stated: "That part
which authorizes the government to withhold from the public knowledge what in their
judgment may require secrecy, is imitated from the confederation that very system which
the gentleman advocates."   Although we would hesitate to draw a firm conclusion from
this passage alone, Madison's language strongly indicates that he believed that the
Statement and Account Clause, following his amendment, would allow government
authorities ample discretion to withhold some expenditure items which require secrecy.

Any ambiguity in Madison's statement is removed, moreover, by a more lengthy debate
that occurred five days later on 17 June 1788 between Madison and George Mason. Arguing
against Madison's "from time to time" provision, Mason criticized it as too loose an
expression. He then summarized the arguments made by proponents of the provision:

The reasons urged in favor of this ambiguous expression, was (sic), that there might be
some matters which might require secrecy. In matters relative to military operations, and
foreign negotiations, secrecy was necessary sometimes. But he did not conceive that the
receipts and expenditures of the public money ought ever to be concealed. The people, he
affirmed, had a right to know the expenditures of their money.  

Mason's statement clarifies several points concerning the Framers' intent. First, it appears
that Madison's comment on governmental discretion to maintain the secrecy of some
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expenditures, far from being an isolated statement, was representative of his fellow
proponents of the "from time to time" provision. Second, as to what items might
legitimately require secrecy, the debates contain prominent mention of military operations
and foreign negotiations, both areas closely related to the matters over which the CIA today
exercises responsibility. Finally, we learn that opponents of the "from time to time"
provision, exemplified by Mason, favored secrecy only for the operations and negotiations
themselves, not for receipts and expenditures of public money connected with them. But
the Statement and Account Clause, as adopted and ratified, incorporates the view not of
Mason, but rather of his opponents, who desired discretionary secrecy for the expenditures
as well as the related operations.

In reply to Mason's argument, Madison did not pursue the point on the need for secrecy,
but argued that publication from time to time would provide more satisfactory and fuller
reports to the public and would be of sufficient frequency. He added that he believed "this
provision went farther than the constitution of any state in the union, or perhaps in the
world."   The remainder of the exchange between Madison and Mason was brief, and did
not touch on secrecy of expenditures.  

In addition to the statements of Madison and Mason, we find only one other statement
from the Virginia ratifying convention expressing a view on the secret expenditure issue.
This is a statement of Patrick Henry on 15 June 1788, apparently expressing a fear of the
effect of the "from time to time" provision: "By that paper the national wealth is to be
disposed of under the veil of secrecy; for the publication from time to time will amount to
nothing, and they may conceal what they may think requires secrecy. How different it is in
your own government!"   Though perhaps more exaggerated than Mason's language,
Henry's statement further confirms our interpretation of the Madison-Mason debate.

Viewed as a whole, the debates in the Constitutional Convention and the Virginia ratifying
convention convey a very strong impression that the Framers of the Statement and Account
Clause intended it to allow discretion to Congress and the President   to preserve secrecy
for expenditures related to military operations and foreign negotiations. Opponents of the
"from time to time" provision, it is clear, spoke of precisely this effect from its enactment.
We have no record of any statements from supporters of the Statement and Account Clause
indicating an intent to require disclosure of such expenditures.

The direct evidence of the intent of the Framers, then, indicates that the Statement and
Account Clause does not require disclosure of such expenditures as appellant requests in
the present case. Though we would be confident in resting on this evidence alone, we find
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yet further confirmation in the historical evidence of government practices with regard to
disclosure and secrecy both before and after the enactment of the Constitution.

Our nation's earliest intelligence activities were carried out by the Committee of Secret
Correspondence of the Continental Congress. The Continental Congress created the
Committee on 29 November 1775 to "correspond with our friends in Great Britain, Ireland
and other parts of the world," and Congress resolved to provide for expenses incurred by
the Committee in sending "agents" for this purpose.   In carrying out these duties the
Committee placed great importance upon secrecy. In reference to information from its
agent Arthur Lee, describing French plans to send arms and ammunition to the
Continental Army, the Committee stated: "Considering the nature and importance of it, we
agree in opinion, that it is our indispensible duty to keep it a secret, even from Congress
. . . . We find by fatal experience, the Congress consists of too many members to keep
secrets."  

The Committee exercised broad discretionary power to conduct intelligence activities
independent of the Continental Congress and to safeguard the secrecy of matters
pertaining to its agents, though Congress asserted greater direct control following the
Declaration of Independence.   It is especially remarkable that the Committee was in a
position to insist upon secrecy even against Congress, which functioned both as the
legislative and the executive power at this time and exercised control over foreign affairs.

The importance of total secrecy in intelligence matters was appreciated in this era at the
highest levels. In a letter of 26 July 1777 issuing orders for an intelligence mission, General
Washington wrote to Colonel Elias Dayton: "The necessity of procuring good Intelligence,
is apparent and need not be further urged. All that remains for me to add is, that you keep
the whole matter as secret as possible. For upon secrecy, success depends in most
Enterprises of the kind, and for want of it, they are generally defeated . . . ."  

As commander-in-chief of the colonial armies, Washington made full provision for
intelligence activities and for proper funding. The details of Washington's planning in this
regard are highlighted by a letter to Washington from financier Robert Morris, member of
the Committee of Secret Correspondence, dated 21 January 1783, in which Morris stated
that

I will give directions to the Paymaster General always to keep some money in the hands of
his deputy, to answer your drafts for contingencies and secret service. I have, as you will
see, taken methods to put the deputy in cash, and then your excellency will be relieved from
any further care than the due application. I am, however, to pray, for the sake of regularity
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in accounts, that your excellency, in the warrants, would be so kind as to specify the
particular service when on the contingent account, and draw in favor of one of your family
on account of secret services, mentioning that it is for secret service. I shall direct Mr.
Swanwick to endorse the bills on you in favor of Mr. Adams to the Paymaster General,
whose deputy will receive from your excellency the amount.  

It is significant that this letter indicates first, the provision of a cash account before the
particular necessities could be specified, and second a practice of drawing the funds in
favor of Washington's family, apparently to conceal the ultimate recipient of those funds.
Rather than viewing such arrangements as devious or criminal, it is clear that our highest
officials in the War for Independence viewed them as entirely proper and moreover
essential to the success of their enterprise.

When a new governmental structure came into operation in 1789 under the Constitution,
secret funding for foreign intelligence activities quickly became institutionalized in the
form of a "contingent fund" or "secret service fund" at the disposal of the President. The
initial impetus for this fund can be found in President Washington's address to both
Houses of Congress on 8 January 1790, the precursor to the "State of the Union" message,
in which he requested "a competent fund designated for defraying the expenses incident to
the conduct of our foreign affairs."   The first step in the creation of such a fund occurred
in July of that year, when Congress appropriated funds for "persons to serve the United
States in foreign parts."   In this appropriation act Congress required of the President a
regular statement and account of the expenditures, but made allowance for "such
expenditures as he may think it advisable not to specify."  

Three years later Congress re-enacted the statute, with altered language that permitted the
President to make secret expenditures without specification, by making a certificate or
having the Secretary of State make a certificate for the amount of the expenditure, such
certificate to be deemed a "sufficient voucher" for the sum or sums expended.   This
provision enabled President Washington and his successors to preserve strict secrecy for
expenditures related to foreign intelligence and negotiations. Throughout subsequent years
this fund continued in effect without, to our knowledge, any challenge based on the
Statement and Account Clause.

In 1811 Madison himself made use of a special secret funding provision from Congress for
contingency plans to take possession of parts of Spanish Florida. In response to a
confidential message from President Madison, Congress passed a secret act appropriating
$100,000 for such expenses as the President might deem necessary for obtaining
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possession.   Though approved on 15 January 1811, this act was not published until
1818.  

The establishment of these secret funding practices so soon after the Constitutional
Convention indicates a contemporaneous understanding that the Framers of Clause 7 did
not intend it to require disclosure of expenditures for secret military and foreign diplomacy
matters. It is difficult to imagine stronger contemporaneous evidence of the Framers'
intent, when one considers that the contingent fund was initially requested by President
Washington, who presided over the Constitutional Convention in 1787, and that a further
secret funding measure was enacted under Madison, who in his earlier role as "Father of
the Constitution"   had introduced the "from time to time" amendment.

The contingent fund remained in continuous use by the President throughout the
nineteenth century and up to the creation of the CIA in the mid-twentieth century. Several
quotations from American statesmen of the nineteenth century suffice to summarize for
our purposes the nature of the contingent fund and its longstanding acceptance within our
constitutional structure. During a debate on 25 February 1831 concerning a treaty between
the United States and Turkey, Senator John Forsyth stated:

(T)he experience of the confederation having shown the necessity of secret confidential
agencies in foreign countries, very early in the progress of the Federal Government, a fund
was set apart, to be expended at the discretion of the President of the United States on his
responsibility only, called the contingent fund of foreign intercourse. . . . But on what
ground does the gentleman narrow down the use of this contingent fund? It was given for
all purposes to which a secret service fund should or could be applied for the public benefit.
For spies, if the gentlemen (sic) pleases; for persons sent publicly and secretly to search for
important information, political or commercial; for agents to carry confidential
instructions, written or verbal, to our foreign ministers, where secrecy was the element of
success; for agents to feel the pulse of foreign Governments . . . . Such uses have been
frequently made of this fund: indeed, the propriety of thus using it is now, for the first time,
doubted.  

A statement of President Tyler in 1844 further clarifies the common understanding during
the first half of the nineteenth century concerning presidential use and congressional
authorization of the contingent fund. Upon a Senate inquiry concerning the employment of
a Mr. Duff Green to acquire information in England related to the matter of the Oregon
Territory, President Tyler replied to the Senate:

Although the contingent fund for foreign intercourse has for all time been placed at the
disposal of the President, to be expended for the purposes contemplated by the fund
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without any requisition upon him for a disclosure of the names of persons employed by
him, the objects of their employment, or the amount paid to any particular person, and
although any such disclosures might in many cases disappoint the objects contemplated by
the appropriation of that fund, yet in this particular instance I feel no desire to withhold the
fact that Mr. Duff Green was employed by the Executive to collect such information, from
private or other sources, as was deemed important to assist the Executive in undertaking a
negotiation then contemplated, but afterwards abandoned, upon an important subject, and
that there was paid to him through the hands of the Secretary of State $1,000, in full for all
such service.  

President Polk, taking an even firmer stance based on this tradition than did Tyler, refused
to accede to the request of the House of Representatives for disclosure of expenditures
from the contingent fund. On 20 April 1846 he gave his reply as follows:

The expenditures for this confidential character, it is believed, were never before sought to
be made public, and I should greatly apprehend the consequences of establishing a
precedent which would render such disclosures hereafter inevitable. . . .

The experience of every nation on earth has demonstrated that emergencies may arise in
which it becomes absolutely necessary for the public safety or the public good to make
expenditures the object of which would be defeated by publicity.  

These statements of Presidents Polk and Tyler, far from being exceptional or abusive,
appear to typify the attitude of our government toward secret expenditures for foreign
intelligence operations, beginning with the Committee of Correspondence during the War
for Independence, and running consistently through the Constitutional Convention and the
era following it. In the debates on these issues no one expressed a belief that disclosure of
intelligence-related expenditures might be constitutionally required. At most disclosure
might come about if Congress decided that it should; but even when Congress demanded
such information, our early Presidents were often able to raise a claim of privilege for
sensitive Executive documents.  

Our survey of historical evidence persuades us that secrecy of intelligence efforts, including
expenditures, was a practice of General Washington during the War for Independence; that
the Framers, by adopting the Statement and Account Clause in Madison's amended form,
intended Congress and the President to have discretion to maintain the secrecy of
intelligence expenditures; that from the time of the first Congress our government in fact
provided for such secrecy pursuant to statute; and that the contingency fund for secret
expenditures continued in use through the next century for purposes of foreign
intelligence. Those who voiced criticism toward the practice of secret expenditures, such as
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Mason and Henry, prove to be a dissenting minority whose opinions contrast clearly with
the prevailing view of the Framers and also with the prevailing practice of our government
during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  

In light of this historical evidence, we can see that when Congress enacted the Central
Intelligence Agency Act of 1949,   creating the CIA, it merely continued a longstanding
practice of secret expenditures for foreign intelligence matters. Although some particulars
were changed, the structure for maintaining fiscal secrecy remained essentially the same.
For example, under earlier practice the aggregate amount spent on foreign intelligence was
concealed by inclusion in the overall contingent fund appropriation, which provided for
considerably more activities than just foreign intelligence. Under the current practice with
the CIA, subcommittees of the House and Senate Appropriations Committees review CIA
budget requests in executive session. That level of Agency funding approved by the
subcommittees is included in the appropriations of other agencies, upon which the full
House and Senate vote. Funds thus approved are then transferred from various agencies to
the CIA pursuant to section 403f of Title 50.

Along with secrecy for the entire CIA budget, Congress has provided for secrecy of
individual CIA expenditure items by means of statutes, including those at issue here,
sections 403(d) (3) and 403g of Title 50. Section 8(b) of the CIA Act protects the secrecy of
expenditures by means of the following provision:

The sums made available to the Agency may be expended without regard to the provisions
of law and regulations relating to the expenditure of Government funds; and for objects of a
confidential, extraordinary, or emergency nature, such expenditures to be accounted for
solely on the certificate of the Director and every such certificate shall be deemed a
sufficient voucher for the amount therein certified.  

This provision is similar to secrecy provisions from our nation's early history, and to
secrecy provisions for other agencies for which Congress has found a need for fiscal
secrecy, for example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation   and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.   The similarity of the CIA Act to the early contingent fund practice is
illustrated by a comparison of the above-quoted language with that of the first secret fund
statutory provision, as re-enacted and revised in 1793. The 1793 statute provided that
secret expenditures were to be accounted for merely by a certificate from the Secretary of
State, such certificate to be deemed a "sufficient voucher."   The CIA Act follows the same
procedure, with the CIA Director performing the role formerly given the Secretary of State.
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The same correspondence with traditional practice is seen in sections 403(d) (3) and 403g
of Title 50. Both sections protect secrecy for expenditures related to foreign intelligence
activities, of the sort for which Presidents Tyler and Polk demanded secrecy, and for which
James Madison and a majority of the Framers provided discretionary secrecy in the "from
time to time" amendment to the Statement and Account Clause.

We must conclude from the constitutional debates, from the apparent contemporaneous
understanding of what the Framers of Clause 7 intended, and from the continuous practice
dating from the early years of the Republic, that the Statement and Account Clause does
not create a judicially enforceable standard for the required disclosure of expenditures for
intelligence activities. On the contrary, it appears that the Framers of this clause intended
Congress and the Executive to have discretion to decide whether, when, and in what detail
intelligence expenditures should be disclosed to the public. Since the decision to disclose
materials of this nature is committed to a coordinate branch of the government, it is a
nonjusticiable political question.   Courts therefore have no jurisdiction to decide
whether, when, and in what detail intelligence expenditures must be disclosed.

This conclusion has already been suggested by the Supreme Court in dictum to its
Richardson opinion. As to the intent of the Framers, the Court observed that the genesis of
Clause 7 "suggests that it was intended to permit some degree of secrecy of governmental
operations."   Touching on the justiciability question, the Court doubted whether such
"general directives to the Congress and Executive" were intended to be enforced by suit of a
citizen.   Although the Court did not decide what precisely was meant by a "regular
Statement and Account," it did say that "it is clear that Congress has plenary power to exact
any reporting and accounting it considers appropriate in the public interest."  

In a separate case our court has similarly adopted the view that Congress has full discretion
to define the appropriations process and concomitant reporting requirements.   Our more
detailed analysis of historical evidence in the present case amply confirms that the Framers
of the Clause intended it to leave discretion in Congress and the Executive to define
reporting requirements for foreign intelligence operations and related expenditures.

That Congress has discretion to maintain secrecy for the intelligence expenditures involved
in the present case is further evident from the detailed and particularized nature of these
expenditure items. The earliest statements and accounts of public expenditures were not
more specific than each "head of appropriation,"   and present day statements of budget
and expenditure figures are similarly made according to category rather than individual
detailed items.   We have already cited expressions of concern at the Constitutional
Convention that extremely detailed accounting would be "impracticable."   To require a
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public accounting of the specific fee paid to an individual attorney would invade the area of
discretion that the Framers allowed to Congress on this point.

Moreover, in light of the CIA deposition and affidavits submitted in this case, it is clear that
particular expenditure items for specific covert operations are among the most sensitive of
CIA budget items; their disclosure could lead to the uncovering of covert operations
themselves. The grave harm that could follow from such detailed disclosures of intelligence
expenditures confirms the wisdom of the Framers of Clause 7 in endorsing the legislative
discretion inherent in the "from time to time" language proposed by Madison. It is typical
of their foresight and prudence that the Framers did not create a disclosure provision so
inflexible that it might in the future eviscerate the secret military and diplomatic functions
that are often essential to our nation's strength and survival.

In light of our analysis we must hold that Congress and the President have discretion, not
reviewable by the courts, to require secrecy for expenditures of the type involved in this
case. We therefore uphold the constitutional authority of Congress to protect the secrecy of
the expenditures here in question by means of such statutes as sections 403(d) (3) and
403g of Title 50. We so hold as a ground additional and alternative to our holding that
appellant lacks standing.

The decision before is therefore

Affirmed.
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president must in forming them act by the advice and consent of the senate, yet he will be
able to manage the business of intelligence in such manner as prudence may suggest.
Federalist No. 64 (J. Cooke, ed. 1961) (emphasis in final sentence added).
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